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This study uses a comparative 
syntax approach to propose the 
syntactic properties of the forms of 
intonation that express discourse 
related meanings. It has long been 
recognized that intonation adds 
meaning to a sentence, and that its 
meanings and functions are 
comparable to those of segmental 
discourse particles (DPs) (Ladd, 
2008). For this reason intonation was presented as a counterexample to Chomsky’s 
Extended Standard Theory (Hirst, 1983), which theorized that there are no direct 
interactions between phonology and semantics—only indirect interactions via the 
syntactic component. The minimalist program continued this line or reasoning with 
the “hypothesis that there are no PF-LF interactions relevant to convergence” 
(Chomsky, 1995, p. 220). If both (1) and (2) are true, then intonation would indeed 
appear to be a counterexample to this hypothesis: 
 

(1) Intonation adds semantic (not merely pragmatic) meaning to an 
expression. 

(2) Intonation does not enter the computational system (CHL). 
 

If both (1) and (2) are true, intonation would additionally pose a problem for the 
inclusiveness condition, which states that any derived structure that converges 
should be “constituted of elements already present in the lexical items selected for 
[the Numeration]; no new objects are added in the course of computation apart from 
rearrangements of lexical properties” (Chomsky, 1995, p. 228). 
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I argue that (1) is true but that (2) is false, and that intonation is therefore not a 
counterexample to the “no-PF-LF-interactions” hypothesis or the inclusiveness 
condition. This argument is based on the growing amount of evidence that segmental 
DPs and discourse intonation are functionally and semantically comparable. It is 
proposed that intonation should be analyzed as a class of floating tone morphemes, 
which are suprasegmental DPs. These intonational DPs enter CHL as a component of 
the numeration, just like their segmental counterparts (e.g., Chinese sentence-final 
particles (SFPs)). 
 I hypothesize that intonational DPs occupy the same syntactic slot as their 
segmental DP counterparts. Proposing that intonational DPs in English occupy the 
same syntactic slot as their Chinese SFP counterparts is no more controversial than 
Tang’s (2006) argument that the rising tone that forms intonation questions in 
Cantonese is an SFP that occupies the same syntactic slot as other Cantonese SFPs. 
There is no reason to assume that Cantonese can have intonational SFPs but that 
English cannot. English intonational DPs are analyzed in the present study as bound 
morphemes which are base generated at the head of a function phrase located above 
ForceP. IP then raises to the SPEC position of this functional phrase, comparable to 
what is analyzed for SFPs in Chinese (e.g., Cheung, 2008; Paul, 2009). 
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